


Designed with primary aged 
students in mind, the Air 
Playground exhibition is a highly 
social and interactive space where 
students can explore air and all its 
complex behaviours. Through open 
ended tinkering and collaborative 
play, students develop key STEM 
skills and dispositions – test, try, fail, 
iterate. It’s a constant experimental 
process, allowing students to 
construct their own knowledge of 
how a gas behaves and how objects 
move through gases. 

The following resources including 
map, exhibit guides and facilitation 
questions, excerpts from exhibition 
infographics and classroom projects
are designed to enhance the 
learning experience in the exhibition 
or be used as pre and post-visit 
activities to hook or consolidate. 

About
Air Playground





Exhibition info



Your Education booking in Air 
Playground is for a maximum of 60 
students and minimum of 15 students. 

Your group will have 60 minutes in the 
exhibition. 

School groups may like to split their 
class into 10 groups of maximum 6 
students with an adult supervisor for 
each group. You can print out the Air 
Playground map and exhibit guides 
and rearrange the order of the exhibit 
guides to ensure each group starts at a 
different exhibit and moves in a round-
robin fashion.  Each group of students 
has around 5 minutes at every exhibit. 

This leaves some extra time to gather 
the students or for students to revisit 
their favourite exhibit. 

Suggested class 
organisation in 
the exhibition



Exhibit guide:
Whoosh
Students gather up scarves and feed them into
one of five inlet holes. The scarf shoots through
the tangle of tubes above, before ejecting from
the tube and floating to the ground. The tubes
have different speeds and lengths. There are
also junction points where the direction of the
airflow can be changed.

This exhibit lets students play with the various
states of air- fast moving through the tubes and
slow when it floats to the ground. There’s lots of
complex physics at play around compression
and airflow but more than that kids love the
frenetic energy and experimenting.

Have you figured out which tube 
is the fastest? 

Why do you think that is?

How could we time how long it 
takes the scarf to move through a 

tube? 

On excursion



Exhibit guide:
Sailing
There are large fans along one edge of the
exhibit. Students experiment with placing the
yacht down at different positions and adjusting
the sail so that the yacht moves either away
from the wind, across the wind or towards the
wind. By experimenting with the yacht they
learn that a sail is a clever shape that can
harness airflow to push the yacht in many
different directions, not just away from the wind

HINT: students should be able to sail towards
the wind at about a 45 degree angle from one of
the far corners.

Which way is the wind blowing?

Can you make your yacht sail:
Away from the wind?

Across the wind?

Towards the wind?

Where else have you seen sails 
before?

On excursion



Exhibit guide:
Wall of Fans
Students try on some different shaped wing
props and stand in front of a wall of massive
fans. This lets them physically feel how large
volumes of air interact with different shapes.
They might be able to feel some element of lift
when they stand in the right position with the
wings at a certain angle.

Students might need a little facilitation: help
them put on the wings, show them where to
stand, take photos, ask them to experiment with
tilting their arms at different angles.

Try on some of the foam wings and 
stand with your back to the wall 

about one step out so you’re right 
in the flow of air from the three 

fans.

Hold your arms up. Tilt the wings 
up and down. Do you feel any lift? 

Which shapes move more?

What kinds of things fly? What 
shape are their wings? 

On excursion



Exhibition info



Exhibit guide:
Floating
There are two round ‘boulders’ with a number
of tubes sticking out of them. A button activates
air coming out of the tubes. Students play with
balancing balls of different sizes in the airflows.
Smaller students may need help placing the ball
in the airflow or they can try throwing the ball
in. Please do not allow students to climb the
exhibit.

The Bernoulli effect shows that fast moving air
has lower pressure than still air. So the ball that
should shoot away gets pushed into and held in
the airflow by the higher pressure in the
surrounding air.

Press the button to start the flow of 
air from the tubes. Try to balance a 

ball on the stream of air. 

How many balls can you float on 
one airstream? 

What happens if you put your hand 
above or below the floating ball?

Imagine: how might this be useful 
at school or at home?

On excursion



Exhibition info



Exhibit guide:
Tinker Table
This is a more height accessible version
of the floating boulders, with the added
ability to build parts onto the tubes to
redirect the airflow. There are pinwheels
mounted to the wall above the fans
which will spin if airflow is directed at
them. This lets students experiment and
construct their own air powered
invention. Through experimentation this
exhibit builds students’ dexterity,
teamwork and creative problem solving
skills.

How many pinwheels can you 
spin?

How many more pinwheels can 
you spin if you join some of the 

tubes together?

On excursion



Exhibit guide:
Ball Launcher
Students pull back a rope to raise a
heavy weight. When the rope is let go,
the heavy weight drops and
compresses the air in the tube
adjoining the two towers. This pushes
the smaller balls waiting in the other
tube and launches them high in the air
before they fall back to the net.

If the balls fall out of the net, students
can try to throw them back in.

How does it work? What makes 
the balls fly up?

Have you seen any toys that work 
a similar way?

On excursion



Exhibit guide:
Golf 1 aircade
A table top minigolf course. Students use 
contraptions similar to bike pumps to 
push a ball around an 8 hole course. 

Air can be gentle but it can also be 
squashed and compressed so that it can 
exert a force on an object. By 
experimenting with short pushes and 
harder pushes students get a real grasp 
of how air acts and can be used. 

How many pumps does it take for 
you to get the ball all the way 

around the course?

Work in a group and use a 
stopwatch (phone app) to time 

how fast you can get the ball 
around the course together.

On excursion



Exhibit guide:
Golf 2 aircade
There are two different tables for this exhibit where
students use fans to move balls into a central hole.
One table (pictured) is more complex than the other
with obstacles in the way.

Students begin by pressing down the green button to
launch any balls out of the hole. Then, by gently
pressing and holding down the white buttons around
the edge, they activate fans which direct the
movement of the ball.

By playing with the airflows to try and navigate the
ball, students get a feel for the chaotic way that air
interacts with itself and physical items around it.

Can you work together to get all the 
balls into the hole? Or maybe you’d 

like to pick a colour each and race 
to see who can get their ball in first!

What is fun or challenging about 
this game?

What would your own aircade game 
look like and how would it work? 

On excursion



Exhibit guide:
Wind Table
This is a large table with smooth airflow
rising above it. The airflow intensity can
be increased by turning the dial. Students
experiment with spinning shapes in the
airflow to see what floats and what
doesn't. By experimenting with different
types of floating shapes, students can see
what features are common to successful
floaters.

Which things float well on the air 
table?

Do they stay still or spin?

What happens if you change the 
speed of the air?

Where have you seen air floaters 
or spinners in nature?

On excursion



Exhibit guide:
Paper Planes
Students make a paper aeroplane (there are
three videos and instructions with diagrams if
they don’t know how). They can launch their
plane from the top of a ramp along a runway
with distance markers along it.

Students are able to experiment with different
paper planes to see which design flies the
furthest. They will be able to see the average
length of a throw and if there are any common
design features in the planes that flew the
furthest.

How many metres did your plane 
fly? 

How far did most of the planes in 
the exhibit fly? How can you tell?

What do the planes that flew the 
furthest look like?

On excursion



Exhibition info



In the Air Playground exhibition,
visitors are provided instructions to
make three different types of paper
planes:

The Classic Dart

The Blunt Nose Glider

The Suzanne

Ask your students to practise making
them with the instructions on the
next few pages.

Questions to facilitate student 
thinking:

Which plane has the most streamlined
shape? 

Which has the biggest wings for its size? 

Which has a centre of gravity (the heaviest 
part) closest to a quarter of the way from 
tip to tail?

Which one flies the furthest? 

With how much force and at what angle
do you throw each design for the best 
distance? 

Does size or thickness of the paper make a 
difference?

At school: Paper Planes 



At school: Paper Planes 



At school: Paper Planes 



At school: Paper Planes 



What makes a paper plane fly 

further than a piece of paper?

• It is strong enough to survive the initial thrust

• It has big enough wings to maximise drift 

and floating

• It has its centre of gravity about a quarter of 

the way from tip to tail

• It is symmetrical so it will fly in a straight line

A good paper plane is a well-balanced design:

At school: Paper Planes 

LIFT | Lift is the force that pushes the 

plane up. A real plane has curved 

wings which means that air moving 

over the top is faster and has less 

pressure than the air underneath the 

wing, causing the plane to lift. A paper 

plane doesn’t experience as much lift 

but a large wing surface area and an 

angled throw could help maximise air 

time. 

DRAG | Objects that move through 
air experience drag, also known as air 
resistance. A plane which is more 
streamlined will have less drag. This 
is why a pointy tipped plane with flat 
wings flies better than a piece of 
paper

WEIGHT/GRAVITY | Gravity is a force 
that pulls objects towards the Earth. 
When planes are made out of a lighter 
material, they weigh less and require 
less lift to overcome gravity. Where the 
centre of gravity is on the plane (its 
balance point) also affects how it flies. 

THRUST | Thrust is the forward 
movement of the plane. The initial thrust 
comes from the throw as the paper plane 
is launched. Some plane designs like the 
Dart requires a powerful throw whereas 
other designs need only a gentle release 
to glide. 



At school: Spin and Fly

Seeds
Many modern flying contraptions have been designed through inspiration 
from nature. Ask your students to collect some seeds from the park or the 

school yard. Throw them up and watch how they flutter. 
Question for students: how does having flying seeds help the plant survive? 

3D Design Challenge

You could ask students to use TinkerCAD or 
Makers Empire app to design their own 
spinning flyer. 
If you have a 3D printer at your school, the 
class can vote on the design that will get 
printed and to test on the air table when you 
come to the exhibition.

https://www.tinkercad.com/
https://www.makersempire.com/


What features help something float or flutter in the breeze?

To get them started on their investigation, ask students to make a 
rotocopter from one of the provided templates. 

As a class, throw the rotocopters up high and watch them spin as 
they drop. Ask your students: does its flight change if you modify 
the

Weight (number of paperclips)

Size (we have provided small and large templates, but you could try to make a tiny or
huge one)

Material (thinner or thicker paper, other materials like plastic or thin foam?)

Wing shape (does it matter how the wing is angled, if it’s rectangular, curved or
pointy?)

At school: Spin and Fly



At school: Spin and Fly



At school: Spin and Fly



Design Challenge
As a class, watch Caine’s Arcade and read about 
the Golf 1 and Golf 2 aircade games in the 
exhibit guides before having a play with the 
games in the Air Playground exhibition. 

Back in class, challenge students to design their 
own aircade game out of recycled or easily 
found materials inspired by the Air Playground 
exhibition and Caine’s Arcade. Think cardboard 
boxes, balloons, paper cups, bottles, yoghurt 
tubs, table tennis balls, straws, pipecleaners, 
foam, bubble wrap etc.  

You can also look for ideas online featuring:

• Air cannons

• Pump rockets

• Pneumatics with syringes and tubes

• Fans – make your own with a motor, battery 
pack and paper for the fan-blades

• Air hockey with a balloon, cork and old CD

A student design brief template has been 
provided but please repurpose as suits your 
classroom needs. 

At school: Design an aircade game

Stuck for ideas? Check out the following builds by Scienceworks ed team:

http://cainesarcade.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jK5vHHHcHNI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bwGX1prhDQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dy-61HV2FRw






Push and pull with 
air!
1. Gather your materials: paper cup, 

thick pencil, tape, balloon, scissors, 
something light (feathers, pom 
poms, confetti, glitter, seeds or small 
bits of paper)

2. Use the pencil tip to push a hole in 
the bottom of the cup

3. Tie the end of the balloon to make 
something to pull on and cut off the 
top on the other end

4. Stretch the balloon over the mouth 
of the cup, making sure that the 
balloon handle is in the middle. 
Tape it to the cup to secure.

5. Point the hole of the cannon 
towards something light. Hold on to 
the cannon while you pull back and 
let go of the balloon handle. Watch 
the invisible air push things around!

At school: Air Cannon

For upper primary and secondary students who might like to improve on the basic design
Check out the activity from Science Friday: Design a Better Vortex Cannon
https://www.sciencefriday.com/educational-resources/design-a-better-vortex-cannon/

https://www.sciencefriday.com/educational-resources/design-a-better-vortex-cannon/


1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

At school: Air Cannon



Design a 
land-yacht
Check out the exhibit guide – Sailing 
and visit Air Playground exhibition at 
Scienceworks to see how the land-
yachts work. There is also another 
land-yacht in the Sportsworks
exhibition. 

Set up a large fan in your classroom 
and metre markers with masking tape 
along the classroom floor.  

Have your students design a land yacht 
using recycled materials: cardboard, 
skewers, bottle caps with holes drilled 
in the top, plastic bags, fabric triangles 
etc.

Get them to test their designs in front 
of the fans and modify.

What challenges could you set them? 
Distance? Speed? How could you 
measure that together as a class?

At school: More air STEM projects



Flying paper cup 
challenge
Challenge your students to use 
easily found or recycled materials to 
make a paper cup fly.

Some inspiration from YouTube 
makers here: 
https://youtu.be/GOj_UlqtgHg

Will they change the shape of the 
cup, add propellers, use the 
potential energy of a rubber band?

How can you measure the speed or 
the distance of the flight as a class?

At school: More air STEM projects

https://youtu.be/GOj_UlqtgHg


Design a 
Hovercraft
A hovercraft floats on a cushion of air 
which reduces the friction between 
the bottom of the craft and the 
surface it is moving across. 

Set your students a design challenge 
to design and build their own 
hovercraft using recycled or easily 
found materials. How will they create 
the cushion of air underneath the 
vehicle?

Younger students can make this 
hovercraft with old CDs and balloons. 
See: 
https://pbskids.org/designsquad/build
/hovercraft/

Older students might like the 
challenge to try to make one with 
Styrofoam and a fan and learn about 
electric circuits in the process. 

See: https://youtu.be/oEBmduc1U3M

At school: More air STEM projects
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https://pbskids.org/designsquad/build/hovercraft/
https://youtu.be/oEBmduc1U3M


Air Playground Curriculum links

SCIENCE
F - 6 Science inquiry skills - questioning and predicting, planning and conducting, analysing and evaluating 
3 - 4 Physical sciences - Forces can be exerted by one object on another through direct contact or from a distance 
(VCSSU064)
F - 2 Physical Sciences - The way objects move depends on a variety of factors including their size and shape: a 
push or a pull affects how an object moves or changes shape (VCSSU048)
5 - 6 Chemical Sciences - Solids, liquids and gases behave in different ways and have observable properties that 
help to classify them (VCSSU076)
5 - 6 Science - biological science, living things have structural features and adaptations that help them survive in 
their environment (VCSSU074)

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
F - 6 Technologies and Society – people create designed solution to meet community needs
F - 6 Technologies Contexts – Engineering principles and systems, investigation of forces affecting movement
F- 6 Materials and technologies specialisations – exploring materials and systems

CAPABILITIES
F - 6 Critical and Creative Thinking – Questions and Possibilities
F - 6 Personal and Social Capability - Collaboration 

https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCSSU064
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCSSU048
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCSSU076
https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCSSU074

